Services for Medical Professionals
INTRODUCTION
Other Options for Doctors is an independent career consultancy service for doctors and other
healthcare professionals who are exploring alternative options outside of full-time clinical practice.
We are passionate about supporting medics who have career doubts but do not know what options
are available, where to start, how to progress and whether this is the right time for change.

WHERE DO I START?
Whether you know exactly, or rather unsure, what support you would like, the first step is to request
your “Career Discovery” consultation.
“Career Discovery” consultation is a 50min call (Skype or phone), which will give you a greater sense
of clarity when thinking through your options and next steps. You will also benefit from brief career
advice and some practical tips tailored to your individual circumstances and challenges.
“Career Discovery” consultation is £95, and it can be scheduled in the evening and on a weekend
for your convenience.

WHAT OTHER SUPPORT IS AVAILABLE?
Below is a guide to our most popular services.

Service
CV (by email +/- Skype)

Cover letter

UK Medical Portfolio

LinkedIn training
(including profile optimisation, job
searches and ready-made templates
for effective networking)

Job interview preparation
(medical or non-medical)

Presentations
(including business pitch)

“Discover Your Passion & Get
Unstuck” intensive coaching
1:1 Coaching programmes

Details

Fee

Feedback and minor corrections
Significant changes (e.g. reducing a
medical CV to 2-page non-medical)
Feedback and minor corrections
Significant changes
From scratch
Feedback and specific advice
- Face-to-face
- Skype
Skype
Face-to-face

£75

1:1 practice, specific feedback and
practical advice
1:1 practice, specific feedback and
practical advice
One-off session (face-to-face, 2hrs)

From £120/hour

Working through life/careerrelated goals (tailored to your unique

Not currently available –
enquire by email.

From £100
£75
£95
From £125
From £125
From £95
From £95
From £125

From £120/hour
£250 + VAT

situation)

For further information please contact info@OtherOptionsForDoctors.com.
You will be offered a FREE 15min call to discuss your individual requirements
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